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Magnolias and Primroses

Primula Acaulis "Premiere,"
A IVew Variety Since 1960
By ROBERT LUSCHER. Editor in charge of translations, Thedford, Ontario
In the last Seed Exchange, list, seed of the. "Premiere" were included.
Mr. Luscher has sent in a translation from the, South German Market
Gardeners Journal which ivill be oj great interest to those who were
fortunate enough to include these seed in their order. We hope Mr.
Elmer Baldwin. Seed Exchange Chairman, will secure more of these
for the J964 list so that we may see for ourselves this new strain.

1). TODD GRESIJAM, Santa Cruz, California

D

Mr. Gresham is responsible for the
raising of thousands and thousands of
I'olyanthus I'rimroses each year at Veterle and Reinelt, Capitola. California.
His articles in National Magazines on
the Magnolia this past year prompted
the Primrose. Quarterly to request this
special article, which he graciously sent.
Countless flowering plants have been
inter-crossed to enrich and vary our
gardening pleasure. It is a strange, difficult, to comprehend fact that a plant
family of the Magnolia's magnificent
si a In re has been so neglected in this
respect.
In 1826 Chevalier Soulange-Bodin. a
Frenchman, introduced the progeny of
his natural or artificial cross. Magnolia
denudata x M. liliflora, to the gardening
world. Today, some 137 years later,
asexual propagations from the origin;!I
plants
of Magnolia x Soulangiana find
(
favor as the ultimate in Spring floral
finery.

Primula Acaulis "Premiere"
. . . from the South German Market Gardener's Journal

Gardeners are paying more attention
to P. acaulis because it is an ideal filler
plant for spring community pots, and the
very low production costs and great
varicoloured floral abundance are also
in its favour. Little wonder it has been
improved during the past years to the
present day perfection. But with increased production the claims and pretensions went hand in h a n d ; therefore
special strains of a very high quality
originated in recent years, and it seemed no further improvement was possible. On the contrary! Since 1960, P.
acautis "Premiere" has become one of
the most desirable novelties.
Page 114

Colehicine treatment produced a mutation, which become the foundation for
an entirly new strain within the P.
acaulis group. In fact, the new plant
structure is eye catching. The short,
small leaves form a flat rosette, leaving
the centre free, thus a compact floral
bouquet looks at you. Every grower
knows from his own experience what this
means in relation to selling attractiveness and eye appeal.
The colour range and size of flowers
is equal to the best strains, and growers
in foreign countries have shown increasing interest, particularly where quality
counts.
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One hundred and one years later, in
1907. an Englishman, Mr. Peter Veitch.
of the great English nursery bearing his
name, crossed Magnolia Campbellii with
pollen from M. denudata, germinating
three seedlings. The most famous of the
three, M. x Veitchii, flowered in 1917.
It is a beautiful, high standing white
flower with the exciting rose-pink base
stain of M. Campbellii, a great a d d i t i o n
to magnolia culture.
In recent years, a cross between Magnolia stellata and M. kobus by the Arnold Arboretum, has been distributed as
Magnolia \. Merrill', combining
the hardiness of both parents, w i t h M.
stellala's multiplicity of petal, in a
larger flower. The tree is free flowering
and of good garden value, especially for
colder sections of the country.
AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY

Extremely rare in distribution: Magnolia Raffallii and Magnolia Campbellii
subsp, mollicomata. These artificial hybrids, with the reputed natural hybrids,
Magnolia Thompsoniana, Magnolia Walsonii and Magnolia highdownensis. constitute the very limited number of magnolia hybrids in commerce today.
To quote J. 0. M i l l i a s from his book,
"Magnolias" published in 1927: "At
present we know very little .as to the
proper method of h y b r i d i z i n g magnolias.
The well known hybrids of which there
are only a few were probably from
flukes. The artificial pollenizer just had
a bit of luck, and might have done the
same thing five hundred limes and had
no success."
While agreeing with Millias, that the
hybridizing of magnolias is difficult, that
it is not impossible, is proven by Americans working independently d u r i n g
the last 15 years in widely spaced seclions of the iJnited States. There is
great excitement and enthusiasm among
these specialists, in the knowledge that
the key to the Pandoran Box has been
discovered and through their efforts
many wonderful new hybrids flowering
trees will be available to the gardening
world, combining and recombining the
incomparable color, fragrance, flowering, and foliage characteristics of the
magnolia species.
In the East, David Leach, well known
for his Rhododendron hybrids, working
in the Pennsylvania mountain country,
is selecting for broader hardiness range.
combined w i t h cleaner color. Doris Stone
of the Brooklyn Botanical Garden, is
engaged in a crash program, testing
thousands of seedlings from her crosses.
Dr. William Kosar. National Arboretum, and Dr. Joe McDanicls in Illinois,
crossing the American species, acuminata, cordata, tripetala, virginaiana. mac-

I

Seed Pod . , . Photographed
hy I). Todd Gresham,

D
rophylla, will product' worthwhile garden hybrids.
Down South, the enthusiastic work of
Dr. Frank Galyon is destined to enrich
Southern gardens. On the West coast,
blood of M. Campbellii, through M.
Veitchii, is being used extensively by
the author, F 2 hybrids now being in
existence.
It is hoped the foregoing Brief resume of work will kindle a desire in
amateur gardeners to become a part of
this enthusiasm. The originator of the
first true yellow, apricot, orange, or
scarlet magnolia will earn a niche in the
Gardener's Hall of Fame.
There is a wealth of planting material
in the species magnolia and existing
hybrids. Select from this bounty for
your special situation, whether it be the
small cottage garden, estate, or woodland. Choose the stellata, liliflora variaPage 116

tions, and Oyama magnolias for the
small garden. M. Soulangiana will grace
any garden, large or small. Do not neglect our American species for imposing
lawn specimens.
Tf space and courage are boundless
and climate mild, Magnolia Campbell!!.
M. mollicomata, M. Sargentiana robusta.
M. Dawsoniana. M. Sprengeri diva will
test gardening mettle and enrich your
life with matchless floral splendor.
Properly situated and planted with
care, magnolias establish easily and are
comparatively trouble free. An evergreen
backdrop always shows the flowers off
to advantage and is an effective windbreak.
Fxisting soils should be liberally laced
with leafmold, peat moss, rotted manures, or sawdust. Ample mulches of the m \e
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portant. Water carefully the first two
or three years. In cultivating, he careful not to disturb the surface roots.
| Hands are best for this chore.
For primrose enthusiasts, no flowering
tree is more acceptable for companion
planting than the magnolia. Both bloom
in Spring, the magnolia tying the sky
to the primrose planting.
Coloring of magnolia and polyanthus
primrose is, in the white to mage ti I a
r a n g e , complementary. Fo r eg round
plantings of white, salmon, pink, rose
or magenta polyanthus are a very effective Spring show. I f blooming time coincides, the candelabra forms, japonica
and pulverulenta. with Meconopsis Baileyii, fronting specimen M. Soulangiana
will be long remembered as a rare garden picture. Planted with M. Lennei, or
others of the M. lilliflora group, try contrasting yellow primroses for color
accent.
To encourage a broader use of magnolia varieties and species by gardeners.
an American Magnolia Society has been
formed to collect and disseminate niltural and scientfic information on the
I American and Asiatic Magnolias grown
in temperate America. The accumulated
information will appear in Bulletins.
To insure the proper storage and
freshness necessary for germination of
magnolia seed, a Members' Seed Plan
will be a feature of the new Society.

left the lights on 2i hours a day. The
tragedy came from a horde of moths
attracted by the lights. One weekend
when T came home from summer-school
I found nearly all had been eaten by
the resultant worms.
I'll try again next year but will take
the precaution of screening in the seedling area. I wonder what 1 would have
done with all of the plants if they had
come through. 1 am so far behind in
setting out seedlings of double auriculas
and repotting show auriculas that the
above episode was probably a blessing
in disguise.
Aquamatic Self-Watering Planters
Useful to Primrose Growers
The Rutland Nurseries, P.O. Box 782,
li inland, Vermont advertise an aquamatic self-watering planter which works
very well for primula seeds as well as
containers for rooting offsets of show
auriculas. The container can be sel
aside and forgotten for at least 20 days
(depending on the temperature). With
tiny seedlings it is so easy to overwater
and drown plants. This container works
much the same as growing seedlings on
a brick and one need not fear thai ihe
seedlings will dry out. This should be
of particular interest lo members who go
away on vacations and plant h u n t i n g
expeditions in the summer time.

';Tree root problem solved" as related
by member Burr Bronson in the last
issue (page 87) has caused favorable
comment from several readers. One
member. Thirza Meyer who recently
moved to Orange, California from ChicaBeware of moths when
using fluorescent lights
go is going to try it under an apricot
Always interested in experiments T tree. Your editor has tried it under an
planted all of my seeds from the Seed old alder tree in the hog. Two years ago
F.xchange this past year in small con- I built up a box of scrap lumber around
tainers, covered them with plastic paper this old tree but the roots managed to
as usual u n t i l germination took place. get in and rob my primroses of moisture
and kepi the lot under my new type anyway. This summer 1 chopped -out the
lights (Cro-lux) . . . in a cool corner old surface roots and put down plastic
of my cold greenhouse. Germination was as Mr. Bronson suggests, f hope it works
very good on rare species f had never better than the loosely constructed
m
a tand
er
a
s was
ap
p lbox.
ied
annuall
had before
the i
rate
oflgrowth
wooden
better than usual for seedlings since I
The Editor
Tfu>fic interested in learning mure
about, the newly formed
Magnalia
Society may write Mr. D. Todd Gresham, 103 Frederick St., Santa Cruz, Cult/.
Membership is just $2.
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IN MEMORIAM
One of the greatest auricula experts
and hybridist, Mr. Cyril George Haysom, of Stannington Crescent, ToLLon.
England, has passed away at the
age of 71. It was with his and Dan
Hamford's assistance and guidance
that American show auricula growers were able to set up ihe present
standards of perfection that are followed in America in judging show
auriculas. Many of our members have
corresponded with him for many
years and his publications are in our
garden libraries. He was a life member of the American Primrose Society.
At the time of his death he was
President, of Tolton and District Gardeners' Society and Chairman of Hartley Horticultural Society. Two years
ago he achieved a long desired ambition—to produce a true black auricula.

Christmas Gift Suggestion
Again, may we suggest that a Gift
Subscription to the American Primrose
Quarterly may be a welcome suggestion.
The treasurer will mail a Christmas card
to the recipient slating that you have
given them the gift subscription. By
sending the subscription in now the
new member will be able to participate
in the January Seed Exchange issue.
Another gift suggestion to current
members could be back issues of the
Quarterly to old members. I f you do
not know which back issues they lack
a credit could be established and the
recipient of the gift could notify the
editor or treasurer which issues arc
desired.

Affiliated Clubs...
There has been some confusion in the
past regarding affiliation of garden clubs
with the American Primrose Society.
Any garden club may become .an affiliate by paying twenty-five cents per member to the A.P.S. There is a minimum
of ten members or $2.50. A subscription
to the Quarterly will be mailed to whom-

ever is designated by the local club
and this Quarterly will be placed in
circulation in the club library. The club
may send in for the seeds available in
the January issue Seed Exchange list
and distribute the/ seeds among the members. When an addendum list is available on ri'<|iicst further seeds may be
ordered and often .a summer clearance
list is also available. The Culture Chart
and Index of back issues is, of course,
sent with the membership card showing
affiliation. The garden club wishing to
affiliate need not be called a Primrose
Society Club. Slides are available to
affiliated clubs at a very minimum
charge for mailing of the slides.

_
m

The following is taken from the South
German Market Journal, edited by mem,her Leo J ditto.

Again, th<* "Xon-irritent" Primula obeoniea
Contributed by ROBERT LUSCHKK.
Editor in Charge of Translations, Thcdford, Ontario

A. P. S. Dues Statement
Last year the dues statement which
was inserted loosely into the Fall Quarterly brought excellent results from our
members. Having just taken over the
job of treasurer Mrs. Tait was most appreciative of the wonderful response.
We are enclosing the 1964 dues statement in this issue in the hope that alt
members will respond to this billing P*
thereby saving a very busy upaid officer
countless hours and great expense when
it becomes necessary to bill members
individually.
Overseas members may find it more
convenient to use this same form to
mail their dues to our British Representative and Treasurer Mrs. Gwendollyn
Hawkes. Mrs. Hawkes has been of great
help in seltling the accounts of the late
Mr. Lawford, whose long illness had
caused many paid members great concern and inconvenience.
Sustaining and Life Memberships
Members who wish to show especial
interest in the American Primrose Society may become sustaining members by
paying $5.00 rather than the regular
$3.50 dues. This will be indicated in the
Spring Yearbook membership list with
an asterisk. Life memberships are
$100.00 and these are indicated with
two asterisks. The latte.r may be deducted
from your income tax.
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"Mayer's Non-primifna Bavaria Blood . . . From the South
German Market Gardener's Journal
Not long ago, a notice in horticultural
The firm of Robert Mayer in Bamberg
papers created really a sensation. ( Please (Germany), for 30 years the foremost
see Quarterly, Vol. XVI, Summer 1958, grower of Pr. obeoniea, resolved to give
Page 93, George Arend's priminfree Pr. the public a primula free of irritants
obeoniea; Vol. XVIII. Summer 1960. (primin). Testing thousands of plants,
page 83; and Vol. XVIII, Fall 1960, some were found to contain smaller
page 130.) Pr. Obeoniea is still today doses of primin. By continued selection,
one of the most obliging and beloved rogucing, an almost primin-free Pr. obflowering pot plants on the fllower mar- eoniea was produced, and if touched, did
ket.
not cause any skin rash.
Regrettably some people are very senThe new strain, nationally and intersitive when coming inlo contact with nationally protected by plant law, is
this plant, often suffering with severe called "MAYER'S NONPRIMINA BAskin inflamations. Small wonder ob- VARIA BLOOD." Tests are continuing
conica's reputation was in disgrace, and to insure a pure primin-free strain, compll hospitals barred its admittance into ing true from seed, and to enlarge the
patients' wards.
colour scale.
AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY
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Primula Cashmiriana . . . Photographed by T. C. Clare

Primula denticulata . . . Photographed by T. C. Clare

Propagation of Primulas,
and .voiff <* notvs on I*, denticulata
By T. C. CLARE, ^.scoA Wood, Ascot, England

I have been reading Grace Dowling's
articles on Primulas with great interest,
and would like to add my own mite to
her article on the Denticulate section.
First /•*, Caskmirhma, which according to Farter is only a form or hybrid
of P. denticulata is a definite form.
smaller in all Us parts but of the same
colour, pale lavender. The enclosed
photographs .of the two plants show the
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difference very well. /'. cashmeriana is
such an inferior plant that it can only
be found in collections and botanical
gardens. It flowers at the same time as
p. denticulate and. as far as I know.
there have been no improved colour
varieties, as there have been in the former.
Now, as to colour; I confirm MrsB 1)
Dowling's statement thai there is a good
1963
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red. Prichard's Ruby, which was awarded an R.H.S. award of merit two or
three years back, is a first class rosy
coloured one, which exactly matched
the BENGAL HOSE of the H.C.C., so we
gave the plant that name.
There is also a very good named
violet form; Taylor's Violet, which is
probably a selection from the old Cambria strain.
Now for propagation. Primulas are
gene-rally propagated from seed; but not
P, denticulata if you want a repetition
of the parents' colour. It is a most variable plant, and a pod of seed will give
a very pleasant mixture of colours, unless you have taken the seed from a group
of the true species. Luckily, if one gets
a nice form which one wishes to increase
in a hurry there is a very simple method
AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY

used by all nurserymen—here at any
rale. Hoot cuttings, taken in the early
spring when the plant is starting into
active growth, is a very simple method of
increasing a good form in a hurry. It
is a very simple process. One lifts a
good plant carefully; removes about half
its best thong roots, and with a really
sharp knife, cuts them into roughly inch
lengths. These are then laid horizontally
in the propagating case, or box of sand,
as the case may be; and treated like any
other cutting. Each piece of root may
produce several young plants, which if
grown well, will produce a small flower
the next spring.
This brings me to the main part of
the tille of this article. Propagation. Not
nearly enough research has been done on
the propagation of Primulas. Apart from
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Denliculata of ;l/r.s. .-/. (',. ( . licrry
f . denticulata, which is produced from
root cuttings, and perhaps /'. graeilipes.
from leaf cuttings, all the rest are grown
from seed, when this is produced,
Let us take the candelahras first.
Like /'. denticulata, they also produce
anchor roots in the fall and a number of
the hybrids do not give any seed; and.
if they do, do not come true; /•*. x Asthore hybrids for instance, which carry
blood of /'. ttiilleyana, and /'. Beesiana
vary from mauve to quite a good deep
p i n k ; arid there does not yet appear
to be any method by which one may
propagate any selected plant to get an
exact repitition of it.
I have frequently heard it said that
candelabras will come from root c u t tings, but have so far not met anyone
who has succeeded in doing so. I nfortimalcly. although the candelabra generally is a most immoral race—willing
to have extra-marital relations with most
other members of the tribe, a number of
the best hybrids firmly refuse to produce
seed, and propagation by division is a
very slow process. I have a batch myself
of P. x Rowdlane hybrid; a delighful
cherry red with yellow eye. They are
probably progeny of p. Rulleyana, p.
biirtnanica, and possibly p. auraniiaca;
but with the best cultivation of which
I am capable I have not been able to
more than double my slock. If I had
had more room I could probably have
trebled, but for a nurseryman that is
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no good; and the price is affected, which
is bad for everyone.
There is one other method of propagation, which should also be investigated. Occasionally a candelabra will
produce leaves as well .as flowers on the
flower stem, and if the piece in question
is cut off and treated as a normal cutting a new plant will result. It might
be that all Candelabras would produce
new plants from their (lowering stems
but someone has to find out when and
how this should be done.
Of course, we all know that the Auricula section can only be increased—apart
from seed — by cuttings; that Is a side
shoot removed with a sharp knife with
as much stem as possible, about July
here in England, and treated as a cutting. Here there is no problem, but
under certain conditions it might even
here be possible to propagate by leaf
cuttings, if a l i t t l e of the main stem
could be included.
I would like to initiate some research
myself but, owing to lack of space and
too many customers wanting too few
plants, I shall have to let others do it.
Editor',* Note:
Regarding the. possibility of leaf rooting suggested by Mr. T. C. Clare in the
above article I noted that an auricula
leaf which had been lying atop the soil
in a large pot had developed roots in
several places. I called this to the attention of Mrs. Agee and several other
Northwest growers and none of them
hud ever observed such a thing. Perhaps
I uprooted the leaf too many times to
observe or show the roots, thereby damaging the plant-—or f may have let it
dry out too much. At, any rate no new
plants developed from this. Had / cut the
leaf into sections and planted as cuttings each severed section maintaining
roots I probably would have been able
to propagate it in this way. This occurred on a very sturdy garden auricula
plant from a Denna Snuffer and Etha
Tale cross given me by Mrs. Agee.
Any members who have ideas on further methods of propagating primulas
are asked to send their ideas fo the
Quarterly.
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} Concerning

Primulas
GRACE BOWLING, Seattle, Washington
CHAPTKK 7.
SIKKIMENSIS SECTION

All of this section is potentially f r i e n d ly to gardeners, and most primula growers in every part of the I niled States
have found the sikkimensis group entirely without inhibitions. Each member is
perfectly hardy and generally perennial
but there are a few. under some conditions, whose seed should he saved and
planted every year.
The shapes of the corollas in the sikkimensis are distinctive and the seed
pods are quite different in form from
those of olher sections. They do not
differ, particularly, in their tastes from
those of the great, general family; the
same routine—good drainage, fairly
rich soil, part shade and plenty of moispire. suits them under most circumstances. The Candelabra and \ivalis
sections are supposed to be their nearest relatives but they have few, if any,
visible-to-the-eye points in common with
either of these two.
No gardener need avoid the Sikkimensis group as it is on the whole as nont r i c k y as any.

fch
~

Primula Sikkimensis
"The Sikkim cowslip" is described by
Mr. E. H. Wilson as growing as commonly in moist alpine meadows in Sikkim. China, as the cowslip grows in
Kngland. Moist is a very im[>ortant word
to /-*. sikkimensis, for if it has a wet
soil, it sends up the most enchanling and
graceful umbels of soft yellow, paler
and of a different yellowness than the
nat i ve Knglish cowslip.
The stems are tall, generally reaching
from two to two and one balf feet with
some meal at the upper end. and they
are often bent or Iwisted in a characterjistic fashion giving the whole plant a
d i s t i n c t i v e r h y t h m . The leaves, from four
AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY
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to eight inches long, are without farina.
delicate in texture and oblong-oval in
shape, with sharp, tooth-like notches
along the margins. The blossoms are
sweetly fragrant and droop in a belllike manner, each bloom opening wide
and full, a clear, shiny color on the outside, but thickly covered with a frosty
meal on the inside.
/'. sikkimensis was one of the earliest
introductions from the Himalayas and
has been known and admired for many
years. It is perfectly hardy hut often
it disappears after flowering, consequently seed should be planted frequently to
keep up the supply of plants. Much seed
is produced and it germinates easily,
nevertheless the seedlings should be
transplanted when they .are only large
enough to handle else they are prone
to damp off. The individuality of the
plants sometimes differs when grown
from seeds, the constitution of some
may be feeble, hut there are generallymany fine, sturdy ones which, in time.
may be divided, even though division
does not seem to suit them too well.
Seeds are the surer way to get a large
planting.
The soft color of P. sikkimensis allows
it to blend with all shades of primulas.
It is a perfect choice when searching
for a contrasting and harmonizing tone
to use in a planting of the more difficult
colors. It blooms in June along with
many others from Sikkim. Yunan, and
other parts of China, and it is one
of the most important of the whole
tribe.
Primula Hopeana
In the report of the Primula Conference in 192<M. /'. Ifopcutid was listed as
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"lost, probably, to cultivation", then
imagine my delight and excitement to
find it growing in Mrs. Berry's garden,
not one plant but many, healthy and
vigorous.
P. Hopeana is a small edition of /'.
sikkimensis but with a rather woody
root stalk and fibrous roots. The leaves
taper into a long stem which is colored
red at the lower end. The notches on
ihe leaves are irregular and u n t i d y ,
having a chewed appearance. The
curved, slender stems are about twelve
inches tall, carrying an umbel of from
three to six creamy yellow, nodding
flowers, covered with white meal.
It likes a sandy and peaty soil in
bog conditions. These plants in Mrs.
Berry's garden were grown from seed.
I1. Wt'itsa is an even smaller form,
something like a minature P, sikkimensis. It is growing in front of P. Hopeana.
One rainy, cold November day. Mrs.
Berry and I walked around her garden
with rubber cushions under our arms.
When we came lo P. Hopeana and /'.
Wexsa we knelt down on our cushions
to see the little greenish-yellow winter
buds, poking their noses out of the
brown earth. When these two little immigrants come into bloom in the spring
the rosettes will be flatter, closer to the
soil than those of /'. sikkimensis. The
blossoms will be much the same, a tri/lc
smaller, and the stem not so tall.
Primula Florindae
At first sight, the lusty vitality of this
marvelous plant is the main thing that
impresses one. and the novice can scarcely be convinced it Is a primula.
The plant itself, at second glance or
even at third glance, does not recall the
average primula growth. P. Florindae
looks rather like some fine perennial
which should be growing in the hardy
border. The leaves, dark green and
heart shaped, quite different from most
primula leaves, grow in a thick clump
and from this comparatively low growth
rises, up to three feet and higher, stout
stems, so robust and vigorous they never
need staking. At the top of the stems Is
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a loose head of flowers like a tangled
tassel of citron yellow bells. It is a
tousled, powdered, blond head of from (
five tofiftyblossoms standing high on \s stem and scenting the whole area
with a pervasive and elusive fragrance.
It has become a custom each year when
visitors come in late June .and July,
during the time P. Florindae is in bloom.
to have a game in the garden. Each one
is asked to tell what, to him the fragrance of P. Florindae. suggests. The one
whose identifcation of the scent is accepted by the others in the group as most
suggestive is promised a package of
seeds the following fall. Sometimes they
think the blossoms smell like bananas,
sometimes mace or some other spice;
each year adds a new perfume to my
garden sachet.
Us comeliness and grace attract everyone. I have it planted near MecQnopsh
Baiicyii and then in long drifts in the
Asiatic primula path.
It may be divided each year, but it
never grows coarse nor broken down in
age, like many primulas when left to
develop into a large plant.
It is late coming in the spring, waiting
sometimes until the Ps. polyanthus and
acaulis are past their prime before the
leaves appear and begin to unfold. Then
it is some time until the whole umbel,
charmingly powdered with a white meal,
is in full bloom.
Mr. Kingdon Ward introduced P.
Florindae,, sending it from southeast
Tibet as recently as 1924, and named it
in commemoration of his wife Florinda.
It will grow in many places, preferring
a very moist spot if the water does not
grow stagnant, however it is amazing
how much dryness it will endure in my
woods. The blooms are not so large nor
the plant so vigorous as in wet places,
nevertheless it stays in a dry spot growing along fairly good-naturedly until I
can change its situation to one more
to its complete satisfaction.
Seeds are plentiful each summer, and
they germinate easily and rapidly.
/*, Florindae. may not be so spectacular in color as many of the candelabras
but it is completely splendid.
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this beauty from Yunan. It is more
dependable than /•*, sikkimensis, riot so
apt to slip away during the winter, and
when it once finds the place it likes it
w i l l stay, developing crowns and seeding prolific ally. Its preference is a moist,
freely drained soil, with shade from midday sun. Here /'. Secundiflora, in June.
more than repays for any trouble it
may cause.
Primula Vittata
l\ and P. secandi/lora are so
nearly alike that P. vittata scarcely
needs a space by itself.
The primula probably gets its name
from the Latin word vittate, meaning
striped, as P. vittata has mealy stripes
on its flowers similar to /'. se.cundi flora.
This is one of Mr. E. H. Wilson's inIroductions. He brought it from an area
along the Tibetan border in 1905.
Perhaps the umbel of P. vittata is not
so one-sided as that of / J . secundifiora,
the flower stem may not be quite as tall,
and to some the distinguishing characteristic is the growth of the rosette, however for all garden purposes, only one
may be grown. P. vittata's season of
bloom reaches on through June with a
few blooms often as late as September.
A good rich loam, kept well saturated
with water while the plant is growing.
is a spot where P. vittata gives its very
best.

Primula Secundiflora
The word secunclillora. meaning a flower with a one-sided umbel, describes an
important characierislic of this primula.
|it is surprising how seldom so lovely
"and easy a primula as P. secundiftora
is seen in our gardens. I t is very much
like P. sikkimensis, a little less tall, but
the flowers, instead of being yellow, are
a beautiful shade of warm royal purple
touched with a covering .or bloom of red.
The color has been called petunia color
or it might be called fuchsia color; Primula Waltonii
it is another of those indescribable
Here is another label standing alone in
shades which is the despair of the prim- my garden. If all the labels marking
ula grower when he tries to describe primulas now gone, had been left where
them.
they were first placed there would be
The delicately fragrant blooms have a miniature Field of Flanders. Why P.
a heavy texture, each having a line of Waltonii slipped away is curious because
meal, making thin stripes of while, like it has an "easy" reputation and were
veins, inside the bell. The leaves are such robust, handsome plants that I
glossy green, forming a rather flat failed to save seeds. However Mr. Cox
rosette; they are fairly long, two to five says it "has not settled down in cultivainches, with fine teeth up and down the tion." I have seen them growing on
margins which are recurved. The young Vancouver Island, happy and content
leaves have a coating of yellow meal and I shall try them again this yeai.
on the under side.
P. W altonii follows the pattern of mosl
P. Secundiflora has much style, a of ihe Sikkimensis section with an umbel
thoroughbred in manner and form and of drooping (lowers on a tall stem, some(every primula grower owes Mr. George times thirty inches tall. The stem is coatForrest a debt of gratitude for bringing ed with yellow meal and the blossoms
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vary somewhat from a deep lilac to violet
and then to a warm, wine color, flowering in August.
The plant itself forms a large, t u f t y
growth of smooth leaves about seven
inches long and three inches wide, irregularly notched along the edges, the under
sides scattered with yellow meal, sometimes more and sometimes less.
P. Waltonii grows along small streams
In ihe alpine meadows in Tihet hul in
our gardens it likes much the same locations as the rest of the section, boggy
soil full of peat and leaf mold. When
I have it again I shall plant it near
its relatives where the color will continue the picture into August.

CHAPTERS.
CAPITATAE SECTION
Here, in the Capitalae section, are
two of the mosl interesting and beautiful of all primulas, not the easiest in
ihe world, yet they are not particularly
difficult. These two outstanding varieties
are /'. capitata, the type plant of the
section and P. Mooreana. truly the
flower of the flock.
"Flowers of the capitulun pendant' 1
is the description of the section stating
an u n f a i l i n g and diagnostic means of
recognition. There are two sections
nearly allied to section Capitalae, the
sections Denticulate and Muscarioides.
but the differences are considerable.
Capitate and Muscarioides sections have
pendulous flowers. The flower head in
the Catpitatae section is round at the
botom, coming to a blunt apex, while
in the Muscarioides the Hower head is
almost a spike pointed at the top. In
the Denticulate section the flowers are
in a spherical head, all pointing upward.
Another deciding factor; section Capitatae blooms late in July and later,
while Denticulate blooms as early as
February, in favored spots.
Primula Capitata
Tf for no other reason, the royal blue
of P. capitals's blossoms set it apart
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P. Capitata . . . Royal Hoi ticultural Soc.
for especial admiration. Like all the
primulas in the Capitatae section, the
flowers, as the name indicates, are
gathered together in a closely bunched,
flattended head. Before the first blossoms
open there is no indication of the heauty
to come. The tightly gathered cluster
of buds at the top of a comparitively
long, powdered stem is so covered with
meal, there is every reason to t h i n k the
flower will be white or gray. When the
i n d i v i d u a l blooms begin to open at the
lower end of the umbel each one is an
astonishingly beautiful color and each
is hanging down, like a little bell.
The foliage of /-*. capital a grows in a
neat and stylish rosette with the under
side of the narrow leaves entirely covered w i t h white farina. The upper sides of
the leaves, faintly powdered, have an
interesting quality suggesting some of
the new rayon crepe materials. The
flower stem rises to eight or ten inches
in late July or August and the blooming
period sometimes extends into November.
This is an Asiatic variety, found in
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Tihet and rather grudgingly reconciles
itself to garden accommodations, l l likes
some sun if the soil is kept moist wilh
peat and leafmold and will grow happily
near a stream when the drainage is good.
Generally, under the above conditions, it
proves to be a perennial but if the soil
is heavy or too moist, the crown rots.
P. capitata should be treated as a biennial, saving seeds and raising new plants
each year. When it is happy it seeds itself and the rosettes increase, but these
should be divided often, else the plant
may push itself out of the ground when
too large for one rool.
It grows well in the rock garden and,
if not crowded, will often he conlen! in
a half-shady border.
l\ a member of the
section and so much like P. capita/a that
it is almost a duplicate, comes from
China. The growth is more lush and
tender, consequently the plant is not so
hardy as P. capitata. This primula has
been grown on Vancouver Island but
most growers think it is not individual
enough lo fuss with.
Primula Mooreana
High in the list of must-haves. P,
Mooreana is worth any trouble to keep
it happy and contented in the garden,
far from its home in the same parts of
southwest China in which I', cnpilafa
lives. After collecting many adjectives
describing its color, dark sapphire seems

P. Copi(ata
Mooreana

lo express its vibrant tone most successf u l l y . The bloom is much like /'. cttpiiata in form, and the leaves resemble
those of P. capitata with possibly more
prominent veins on the u n d e r sides,
but ihe shade of the Hower has a greater
depth and gleam. The foliage is a soft,
grayed green and in some situations, the
meal does not seem as plentiful in P.
Mooreana as in P. capitata; I find little
difference in my plants. The powdered
flower stem grows six or eight inches
high and the season for blooming is late,
from July, when there are the grealesl
number of blooms, far into autumn when
small bouquets have, been gathered late
in October.
To dig away some of the soil from
under the leaves in late summer and
scatter a (hick coating of coarse sand
for the crown to rest upon during the
winter is good technique. It is undoubtedly one of ihe varieties that have a
tendency lo die. after (lowering. To save
seeds each year seems a safe course to
take, but I have heard growers say they
t h i n k t h a i if allowed to set seed, P.
Mooreana sometimes cannot recover
from such an exertion. A few good
plants may be allowed lo set seed while
others should be stripped of their flowers before seed pods are formed, to conserve the stock, if possible. I have it
planted at the side of a shady woodland
path in rich, well-drained loam.

CHAPTER 9.
MUSCARIOIDES SECTION
This section takes its name from its
resemblance to the genus Muscari, the
dainty little bulbus plants we call grape
hyacinths. In both the muscarioides and
the muscari the umbels are more or less
of a spike, a cone shape with the lower
blossoms opening first, then gradually
u n f o l d i n g toward the apex. The Musearioides section is much like the Capitatae section but the umbel in the Last
named is rounder in form and flatter on
the top. The muscarioides are a little
more difficult to manage than the capitatae; [hey do not willingly establish
themselves in our gardens, generally
dying after flowering. Consequently,
they should be treated as biennials,
saving seeds each year and raising new
plants to take the place of those that
have disappeared.
The seed is not too plentiful but generally it germinates readily and the seedlings come through without casualties.
They all come from western China
from the high Himalayas, growing well
in any rich, sandy soil which is very
moist and perfectly drained. Half shade
is necessary. A wet woodland, a stream
side or a shady primula border generally
suits them.

The plants are late appearing in the
spring, but at last they send up pale
green, velvety shoots which develop into
long, hairy, pointed leaves, four to eight
inches long, the kind which do not well
stand a wet winter and the kind which
are almost too lush to hold themselves
up-standing all summer.
There are two forms of 1J. Littoniana,
the type form, whose Hower stem reaches
about fourteen inches and a variety
I'. I., robtisla, somewhat over two feet
high. This fairly slender but sturdy stem
is covered with a white meal and is
terminated by a spike five to six inches
long with drooping flowers.
/'. Littoniana came from alpine meadows in Yunan in 1908 and is another
of Mr. George Forrest's finds. It is not
too difficult to grow but I have nol
found it easy to keep. Perhaps il is the
drip from my many trees. It is supposed
to prefer light sandy soil and it should
be happy here. Some day I hope to have
P. Viali . . . Photo by Leo Jelitto

Primula Littoniana (I*. Viali)
The casual visitor to my garden often
wonders why I have a group of kniphophia in my Asiatic primrose border.
and it is not surprising that these Red
Hot Poker-like plants confuse the person
not conversant with this primula section.
I'. Littoniana has spikes very much
the shape of grape hyacinth spikes only
much larger and of an astonishing color.
The tightly folded buds are a flaming
scarlet, and then, as each flower opens
from the bottom of the spike upward,
they show a deep violet. This gorgeous
oriental combination of colors is sensational, but not offending. T have never
had a planting large enough to get the
effect T wish to create and I have never
seen one of massive proportions, however it is not impossible to acquire.
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it well established or to replace the
planting each year with new seedlings.
It is .another primula that may die after
flowering. The flowering season extends
along throughout ihe summer from July
until September. Sometimes, waiting to
blossom until the third year, letting the
root system become more fully developed.
it has a longer life. To complicate matters, seeds are not formed easily and
hand pollcnation is necessary. To quote
Mr. Farre.r again, "its strange appearance upsets the insects and they pass it

h>y;There

is a new variety with a brick
red color that is thought to be more
perennial, called P. L. Viali.
Primula Menziesiana
This, "'one of the most charming of
the series." stayed wilh me only long
enough to say "1 have had it" and then
went the way of many primulas. However, it remained long enough to let me
see its blossom and for that 1 am grateful.
It is tiny, only growing about three
inches tall with a spike of bloom an inch
or less across. The blooms were an unusually beautiful blue with only a touch
of purple and each tiny blossom pointed
straight out like a lifted bugle, instead
of drooping. The white eye in each blossom gave the whole spike an unusual
appearance. It grew, originally, in the
east Himalayas, high up, 15,000 feet
above sea level among moist rocks. In
cultivation it likes, I've been told, peat
in the loam with limestone chips, in a
very moist crevice of the rock garden,
preferably facing northeast, and, if you
please, protection from rain in winter.
I t s one bloom for me came early in
June.
Primula Giraldiana
A little jewel with a pretty girlish
name, P. Giraldiana, while very pleasing, has the same unhappy practice a>
other members of the section of disappearing after blooming. It never grows
nver six or eight inches tall in my garden and reminds one of a miniature P.
Littoniana. It appears rather later in the
spring than most primulas arid generally
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has seeded itself in the most unheard of
places, along the path edges, in sun or
shade and almost under the leaves of
surrounding plants.
It lacks all traces of farina on stem
or leaves and is said to so much resemble
the type plant of the section, P. muscarioides, that when it was first introduced by Bees, Ltd., it came in under
the name of /-*. muscarioides.
I', Girahliana blossoms in July with
a bluish-purple bloom coming on stiff
stems from a simple, tidy little rosette of
hairy leaves. I l is a charming member
of the tribe and has been more agreeable
with me than many.
CHAPTER 10.
SOLDANELLOIDEAE SECTION
The sections Soldanelloideae and Muscarioides are often confused in spite of
the fact that when their differences are
known they may be easily recognized.
The flower umbel is not so much of a
spike in the Soldanelloideae section as in
the Muscarioides section and the individual flowers d i f f e r . Here in the Soldanelloideae the corolla is hell-shaped with a
comparatively short tube. The resemblance of some members of the section
to the Soldanellas (an entirely different
genus of the Primulaceae family) is easily recognized in the illustration of /•*.
eburnea and this similarity is the reason
for the section's name.
All members of the section come from
high altitudes in Tibet, China and Siam;
all are greater or less enigmas to the
gardener. In varying degrees they refuse
to be cultivated and tax the ingenuity
of any one who attempts to make them
happy.
Primula Nutans
In 1915 Mr. George Forrest brought
this delicate flower from Yunnan and
it has been one of my particular joys for
the last ten years. It apparently approves
of my woods as a dwelling place, sometimes blooming the first year from seedlings, again at times waiting to bloom
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until the second year. The woolly foliage
indicates its distaste for water on its
leaves and the resting bud is open
enough to let the rain stand in the crown,
often destroying it completely in exceptionally wet winters. Generally I put a
number of plants in the cold frame to
spend the winter, but a part of the planting in the woods is covered with a light
frame made of a cellophane glass material, about six by four feel in size. This
frame may not entirely cover the bed,
and strange to say, frequently the ones
outside in the rain and wet have come
through the winter with as much vigor
as the ones carefully covered with the
material, which is supposed to allow
health-giving rays to seep through to the
plants under it. Always I save seeds, sowing some as soon as ripe and again in
the spring. In that way there are new
plants to continue the planting. I have
never found P. nutans difficult and I
have placed it in many different locations. Perhaps the finest plants are in
half-shade in a peaty, sandy soil. The
root system is rather meager and as the
growth starts comparatively late in the
spring, no division or transplanting is
attempted u n t i l the plant is well above
ground. From my experience 1 should
never consider it a perennial in the strict
sense of the word, but some plants, not
many, have blossomed for two years in
succession. The plants that wait to blossom in the second year are more husky
than the first year plants and give more
blooms.
The plant of I'. N titans is charming
with no blooms. The leaves, which on a
well-grown plant will reach eight inches.
are velvety and the soft gray-green color
w h i c h is produced by all leaves which
have a thick covering of fine hairs. The
rosette has poise and style and the
flowers rise above the leaves with much
the same plushy appearance, thickly covered, as they are. w i t h w h i t e meal sifted
through the umbel. The slem. in a sympathetic environment, will reach twentyfour inches, and the upper part is covered w i t h farina. The spike or umbel
of lilooms has an interesting shape, rat h e r reminiscent of the Chinese pagoda
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it should not be content. It is quite worthy of several attempts to make it blos-

P. nutans . . . by Ivanel Agee
in the country from which P.
comes. Each blossom or hell is spread at
the opening and nods. (The word nutans
comes from a Latin word meaning nodding.)
In July, when many of the primulas
suitable for companionship have finished
blooming, along comes P. nutans with
its exquisite, restrained beauty, a grayed
lavender of a French blue color. The
candelabras, which also bloom in July.
are much too vigorous for association
with /'. nutarifi. This delicate shade
would harmonize with any or every
primula color but I am quite well
pleased to have It bloom alone with nothing to detract from its own superlative
beauty. In my garden P. nutans is planted at the back of a bed of European
primulas, those in the low Auricula
group, where occasionally "Mrs. Wilson"
sends out a special, out-of-season hloom
to add to the glory of the planting.
/-*. nutans grows in Yunnan, at the
edge of thin pine forests, protected from
strong winds, usually in half-shade.
These conditions should be copied as
nearly as possible in our gardens. If
planted in a sheltered, partly shaded
spot in a peaty, sandy soil with leafmold
and good loam, there is no reason why
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Primula Reidii
Primula growers know no better game
than tnc one of exchanging experiences,
of discussing their successes and failures.
One year a gardening friend accompanied me on a "primula jounrey" to Vancouver Island. She is an enthusiastic gardener hut primulas are not her only passion. During the conversations, as we
went from one grower to another someone was sure lo ask "Have you Reidii?"
And the person questioned sadly answered, "I had it but 1 lost it." At the
next garden there was the same question
and the same answer and this went on,
q u i t e unconsciously among the primula
growers, all day long. The twinkle in my
friend's eye was not in keeping with the
sorrow in (he grower's eye. On the way
home she asked. "Why did you choose
primulas for your idol?" I often wonder.
I have never attempted to grow /'. Reidii
so I have been saved the grief of losing
it. But everyone who has grown it invariably says it repays all the trouble
taken to make it bloom. It has bloomed
in Victoria after having spent the winter
in the open and even the memory of its
exceptional beauty makes the eyes smart
with tears.
It is included in this list to show that
it can be grown, if not as a perennial
then as a biennial, and Mrs. Berry has
had numbers of seedlings. However at
this time there is only one left. The fact
that there is still one in existence is
worth knowing and may be an impetus
for growers, who hungeringly long for it.
Mr. Farrer says it is "not only one of
the loveliest jewels of the race hut in the
world" and "as hard to keep as love."
Few experts succeed with it; it is a
spoiled beauty, having no faith in mankind.
It comes from glacial moraines high
in the Himalaya Mountains. The leaves
are deeply veined and covered with long
white hairs above and below. The flower
stems, from four to five inches tall,
veiled with white meal, support the blosAMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY

P. Reidii . . . Photo by Duthie
soms which are ivory white, in an umbel
composed of rather few blooms, generally
four or five, seldom as many as ten. It
seldom sets seeds unless hand pollenized.
It should have an abundance of stone
chips in a soil composed of peat, sand
and leaf mold. It is grown the most successfully in an alpine house in winter
and placed out of doors in the summer.
In England, growers have succeeded
when growing it in a cold frame. In an
alpine house it may become infested with
smut which can sometimes be combated
with charcoal dust.
I hope these few notes are not too discouraging.
Primula Wattii
This primula, rare in cultivation, was
like a little refugee where I saw it in an
alpine house trying to adjust its life Lo
its new home, far from its native habitat
in China. It grows high in the mountains
on mossy banks or wet rocks where there
is no doubt that it will live to produce
its purple blooms, purple with a white
eye, the petals notched at the tip and the
blossoms drooping. The buds before they
open are described as bronze color, and
the full blooms will come in July and
August.
It is a tiny thing at best, its leaves only
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reach from one-half lo three-fourths of
an inch, and while not very hairy on tinside they are densely covered with hairs
underneath.
/'. Wattii, u n t i l better understood,
should perhaps always be grown in an
a I pi nc house in the special mixture of
soil and limestone chips described in the
chapter on propagation. It invariably
dies after blooming and setting seeds.
Primula Eburnea
The photograph of P. eburnea gives
more of an idea of its characteristics
than a detailed description. Originally
this primula was found in Bhutan at
fourteen thousand feet and more above
sea level, growing in glacial debris along
alpine streams.
It seems rather presumptuous to ask a
plant to adapt itself to sea level conditions after living for centuries at such
an altitude, hut here it is giving its very
P. eburnea

beautiful self to be admired by most appreciative observers.
The name of the primula. P. eburnea,
eomes from a Latin word meaning ivory
and the fringed blooms are a warm ivory
white, very beautiful and winsome. The
leaves are from one to four inches long,
prettily notched and scantily powdered
with meal.
It must have limestone chips in the
soil and. needless to say, a situation in
an alpine houses where it can be given
the care and invalid conditions necessary
to so precious a species.

IB

Primula Cawdoriana
Another species in this group is /'.
Cawdoriana, trying its best to adapt itself
to situations here on the Pacific Coast,
across an ocean from its native aerie
quit<' as lofty as tbal of /'. eburnea. Last
year it bloomed in England for the first
time, and it is exciting to know there is
another about to bloom in this section of
the country. The leaves, not quite two
inches in length, are notched with obtuse
teeth, which in turn have a fringe of
fine hairs. Both front and back surfaces
of the leaves are covered with a downy
growth, giving (he leaves a velvety, gray- '
ish appearance.
The blossoms are described as purple,
n shade more blue than red. with five
blunt, notched lobes around the edge
of the corolla. It is expected to bloom in
June and July. It too, is kent in a very
snecial place in the alnine house, in a
limey soil scientifically chosen and
mixed.

CHAPTER 11.
NIVALIS SECTION
Here is a large section which has
many outstanding primulas including
many of the American species. The
name, nivalis, meaning snow, indicates
that most of them are found in high
mountainous, snowy areas.
The group as a whole is not easy, perhaps easier than some, but more difficult
than many. In the report of the Fourth
P r i m u l a Conference i( was reported
"some have flowered in cultivation, only
to disappear." Mr. E. H. M. Cox in New
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Flora and Silva, about ten years ago.
said of the whole Nivalis section "give
plants rich food and grow them on as
fast as possible without thought of immediate llower. Only other assistance is
glass protection in winter. If they do
not flower the second year from seed all
the better as they are then more likely to
make multiple crowns and so may prove
more permanent than if they expended
their energy in flowering and striving lo
set seed from a single crown."
They like much moisture in summer
lo keep their leaves upright and well
growing, but the crowns must be kept
from rotting in winter. Sharp b u i l d i n g
sand and fine sand stone chips placed
around the crowns in late fall with the
protection of a pane of glass over them
will generally bring the majority through
the winter.
They are often listed as biennials and
while many gardeners are learning to
keep them growing for a few years, saving seeds and planting them each year
is the safest method. The Nivalis section
has many members that have a strong
tendency to give up trying to grow after
flowering. It has always been considered
so difficult a section that most primula
growers Have avoided it, thinking it not
worth the trouble and heartaches it has
inflicted. Hoping; to destroy this fear to
some extcnl. 1 have chosen more of this
section than seems justifiable in this little
book. All of the Nivalids I have described T have seen growing, most of
them happily; some too young to know
what old aee may bring, but all with
great promise. By diligently searching
for seeds, the somewhat advanced primula grower may have every reason to
hope for success and rewards.
Primula Chionantha
Of all my primula problems, and there
have been many, a few year after year
lure me on. searching for a solution. The
beauty of /'. chionantha as a whole, iis
elegance and style, and the superb stalk
of blooms it produces are sufficient moAMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY

lives to keep one trying to make it contented.
The name chionantha is the Greek
word for snow flower arid its cream white
flowers are, to a certain extent, reminiscent of snow, but as it grows high in the
mountains along the snow fields in Yunnan, it probably takes its name from the
location rather than the color of the
flowers.
The first time 1 ever saw /•*. chionantha
it was growing in rows, like carrots, in
almost full sun and rich "bottom land."
naturally sub-irrigated. It is conceded
by most growers to be the grandest white
primula in cultivation- The eighteen inch
whorled spires of fragrant, well-spaced,
flowers are like tiny, ivory minarets.
architecturally perfect.
The leaves are gray-green, smooth,
forming an upstanding handsome rosette; they, as well as the flower, are covered with a yellow farina.
Many gardeners seem to have learned

P. chionantha

a successful technique for P. chionantha
or at least in many gardens P. chioiutntha stays and increases. Nevertheless,
these same attentions in other gardens
do not have the same consequences. Rich
food, protection from wet in winter with
time to let the plant get well started before flowering are the only rules generally necessary; however, at times there
seems to be something else, something
hard to discover. It blooms in April and
May, with a fcw r blossoms in June and
often flowers appear again in autumn.
As seeds are not really abundant,
(lowers should be hand-pollenated and it
is almost hopeless to find seeds if there
is only one plant in the garden. Nevertheless, seeds germinate easily and plants
may be divided when several crowns
are produced.
I t is interesting when planted with
other members of the section, but they,
the other members, are even less dependable than P. chionantha and picture
making with them is provisional and
uncertain. P chionanlha is quite too exquisite to plant near the candelabras
which begin to blossom while P. chionantha is still blooming. I t is especially
fine with the Auricula section giving
height and variation to plantings, and
often it blooms at the same time as P.
farinosa and some of the Cortusoides
group,
Primula Sinoplantagina
This and /'. sinopurpurea are two of
the plants of which growers may say. "I
had it and lost it" or "it would not set
seed before it died." but many times
growers are found who grew it, kept it,
and found the reward well worth the
struggle. Each year its peculiarities are
better known, therefore each year there
are more plants with a longer life expectancy.
The leaves of P. sinoplantagina are
distinctive, being more pointed than P.
sinopurpurea and the under sides are
sparingly covered with yellow meal. The
flower stem, also with more or less meal,
is six to twelve inches high, topped with
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an umbel of deep, blue-purple, fragrant
flowers.
It only arrived from Yunnan in 1925
in a collection that Mr George Forrest
sent home. Blooming in June and July.
P. sinoplantagina (a Chinese plantain)
likes an especially rich soil, rather heavy
and moist, where it has plenty of water
during the summer months. All withered
or rotting, dead leaves should be carefully removed from about the plant, thus
lessening the danger of crown rotting in
the winter.
It should be raised from seeds every
year to insure a continuance of the supply of plants, and then, if one is fortunate -to keep it until new crowns are
grown, the plant may be divided.
Primula Sinopurpurea
Many of the Nivalis section have a tendency to die young, especially those in
cultivation and /'. sinopurpurea is not
an exception. The description "not long
lived but hardy" may seem paradoxical,
but winter cold is probably not the reason why it may disappear during its
youth. It has its own peculiarities and
mannerisms not understood by the average primula grower. I know three people
that have grown it but only one who has
been able to keep a planting of il for any
length of time. In this planting, plants,
no doubt in middle life, are planted in a
deeply prepared soil in a raised bed of
loam, leafrnold. sand and a large proportion of stone chips. The whole top of the
soil is covered with chips not much bigger than navy beans. This is a bed
w h e r e many "tricky" varieties are
raised; those that hate winter wet have
a pane of glass to cover them The glass
is held by a bent wire device made from
the wire coat hangers that collect in such
quantities from the laundries and dry
cleaners. These glasses give the bed an
interesting and loving aspect, a place
where everything possible has been done
for the health and comfort of the plants.
P. sinopitrpurea has blossoms much
the same color as P. sinoplantagina, a
blue-purple with a white eye. The leaves
are somewhat broader and with a thicker
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coat of meal. If possible, new plants
should be raised every year and older
plants should be transplanted in spring
only.

I

Primula Pulchella
The first t i m e I met "Pretty Little" it
was a husky plant in a pot in an alpine
house. It looked so happy and hearty I
wondered if all the stories I had heard
about the Nivalis section could be true.
The medium in which it was growing
had been almost scientifically prepared
I see chapter on propagation I and the
primulas reaction to the study and care
tbat had been gives; it was easily apparent.
The rather thin leaves make a rosette,
exquisite in form and color. Hrighlgreen, rather oval leaves, about four or
five inches long, stand up sturdily showing the backs covered with a goldenfellow meal. Each leaf, somewhat fluted
and with minute notches, narrows to a
slender stalk- From this vase-like base
rise up stems from six to ten or twelve
inches tall topped by a many-llowered
umbel of violet colored flowers with yelI
low eyes, fragrant and althogether satisfying. It blooms in June.
This, like many of its family, came
quite recently, in 1908, from Yunnan
where it grows in shade or sun, in dry
limestony meadows ten to eleven thousand feet high in the mountains, where
the water from the melting snows soaks
the soil under its feet all summer long.
Seeds may surely be found eventually
by inquiring in England and Switzerland
and then a f t e r one or two plants have
blossomed, seeds may be collected.
Primula Pulchelloides
Growing next to /'. pulc/u-lla, P. ptilchdloides suffers a little by comparison.
If grown by itself it would be more arresting in its appeal. The plant is much
like "Pretty Little" with leaves a trifle
thicker, with not so much meal, with
the leaf stalk not as perceptible, but w i t h
perhaps sharper teeth along the leaf
edges.
AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY

T'he flower umbel has not the style nor
compactness of /'. piilchclta. The flower
stem is generally taller with a little less
meal and the fowers themselves, paler
in color arid floppy, have a yellow or
orange eye. The blooms vary noticeably
when raised from seeds, many poor in
form and subslance, which only magnifies the beauty of the good ones. The
flowering period is somewhat longer than
that of I', pulche.lla, beginning to bloom
in June and continuing through July into
AugustFrom Northwest Yunnan, it is a newer introduction than /'. pidcfieila, coming in 1911. It should be treated with
the same consideration as P, pulchclla
and the same technique for preparing
its diet seems to be satisfactory.
Primula Elongata
Long confused with a purple series of
IXivalids the primula conference finally
have definitely placed P. elongata in a
series of yellow-flowered primulas along
with P. StitarlU.
11 is not unlike /'. sikkimensis but
there is no near relation between them.
When 1 saw it growing, apparently quite
at home and doing well, it was near I*.
Stuartii and some American species.
it is a handsome perennial with leaves
ihree to five inches long, each with a
stem of its own. The leaves have rather
large notches along the margins and
while the upper side of the leaf is smooth
the under side often has traces of meal.
The dormant buds are usually covered
with meal. One of the interesting characteristics of deciduous primulas is the resting bud- Sometimes it is fat and round,
sometimes slender and pointed, often
covered with yellow or white meal.
These miniature rosettes are apparently
tightly folded in winter but are open
enough to allow water to seep into the
crevices of the bud leaves and as there
is no outlet the water stays, becoming
stagnant, and rots the plant. A pane of
glass raised from six to twelve inches
over the dormant buds keeps the rain
off and allows other water to evaporate
when the warm sun shines through the
glass.
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word meaning white or whitish and may
indicate the white form was first discovered. P. leucochnoa has purple blossoms on tall, eight to twelve inch stems,
forming an umbel, each flower on a
down-curved stalk covered with white
meal. The corolla is distinctive in that
the edges are fringed with tiny glandular hairs. The leaves are rather different
from most of the section. They are perennial, thick, somewhat ruffled, pointed
and four to six inches long. The under
sides are covered with a white farine but
the upper sides show no signs of meal.
It is one of ihe most difficult of all
Primula Stuartii
primulas, only growing and blossoming
Long it was thought thai the name of for a few. When, if ever, it blooms it is
P. Stuartii. bad been given to a purple at the same time as P. Stuartii, in June
primula but even though it was intro- and July in rich, leafmoldy soil with
duced to this country in 1845 it has only plenty of powdered limestone about. In
recently been decided that P. Stuartii its native home in China it grows in the
belongs to a series of yellow primulas mountains as high as eleven thousand
from Sikkim. the same group where P. feet. Is it a wonder it finds it hard to
elongata has been placedcome down to sea level and prosper?
It is an outstanding primula of great
beauty. The flowers, a real primrose yellow, grow on stems nine to twelve inches
TO A PRIMROSE
tall. The concave face of the corolla is
nearly, if not quite, an inch across and Tiny little leaflets spring from a seed
the long tube of each blossom is twice Will you be a primrose or just another
weed?
as long as the calyx. Each separate
bloom has a stem one-half inch long, The choicest sifted soil goes in a
well-scrubbed flat.
making a much looser bunch of flowers
"Don't
forget to water daily, but do
than P. elongata. It blooms in June and
take care.
July.
The leaves, while deciduous, are ra- The seedlings can't dry oul. Tis fatal.
So beware!"
ther leathery, lance shaped and blunl at
Dry
they can never be
the tip. They are four or five inches long
with the margins sharply toothed. The Nor yet
upper side is smooth wilh a coating of Too wet.
If the lop gels crusty,
yellow meal on the underside.
As it grows in swampy meadows thir- You can spade it with a fork.
leen thousand feet high on the moun- Little primrose, how I work!
tains in Sikkim it is natural to suppose Damp-off, slug, and weevil—each will
claim its share.
it will flourish in bog conditions in gardens. In any case much peat should be Before the flats are crowded.
transplanting must be done-,
used where it is planted.
A thousand more precautions against
Primula Leucochnoa
pests and too much sun.
The series of Nivalids to which P. le.u- At last the labor over- a bud u n f o l d s
its bloom!
cochnoa belongs contains many varieties
generally purple, occasionally white, all Stand back. Look it over, and give the
primrose room!
equally robust. To this series belongs
Kosina Laughlin
/'. chionantha and P- sino-purpurea. The
name is probably taken from a Greek
Everett, Washington
Thr description of /'. elongate sounds
much like the description of /'. sikkimen,ns, a tall, slim stem, six to nine inches
high with an iimhel of five to eight flowers; but each individual flower has no
stem to speak of, thus forming a tight
umbel of (lowers, each with a fairly long
stem. The flowers of /'. flongata have a
much longer lube than P. sikkimensis,
another discriminating indication.
It grows in damp, half shade high in
the mountains of Sikkim. It will be fairly comfortable in a good, rather heavy
loam w i t h limestone chips in the soil.
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I RECOMMEND
THE POLYANTHUS—Its history and culture—New. London 1963 by Roy Genders. 231 pages. Colored frontispiece.
Black & white plates. $4.95.
Also by Genders—PRIMROSES. A 1962
N. Y. reprint of a very scarce and
much wanted book. 5 colored, 17 black
and white plates. Chapters on quaint
forms, common primroses, single Juliae.
doubles, hybridizing. 5 page index.
Postpaid at the regular bookstore price
of $4.75.
Barker—Cream of the Alpines. A popular
$4 book as new for $2.75.
Blasdale—The Cultivated Species of Alpines. A fine $7.50 book as new for
S4.95.
Genders—Pansies, Violas. A popular paperback with 8 plates $1.50. Polyanthus, another paperback with 8 plates.
$1.50.

LYNN M. RANGER
41 Lynn Shore Drive
LYNN. MASS.
Send a p o s t c a r d for my current list of
selected new and out of print
garden books.

Choice Rock Garden
and
Alpine Plants
Primulas
Ground Covers
Sedums
Thymes
Saxifragras
Perennials
Informative Catalogue on Request

Mountain Valley
Donald J. Lennox
Jefferson, New Hampshire
If you want your plants nice use

BLUE
WHALE
We sell it ...

And we use it

Hand Pollinated Polyanthus Seed
Try my pink seed (75% pink) 200 for $1.75
Mixed seed (including blue & pink]
200 for $1.25
Plants To Sell
Claud B. Shut!

RAINBOW GARDENS
10429 So. Brayton St., Tacoma, Wn.

VERMONT HARDY

Pho:ie MOhawk 5-2993

Acaulis, Polyanthus, Auricula
Candelabra, Denticulata - Species

TE-IE LATH HOUSE
Primroses, Delphiniums, Fuchsia

Plants Transplants Seeds
Gift boxes are our specialty
List on request
Will ship to a/I States
ALICE HILLS BAYLOR

SKY HOOK FARM

Chrysanthemums, Dwarfed Sweet

Williams
Albert "Bob" Funkner
RT. 2 BOX 238
BORING, OREGON
We ship plants . . . List on request

JOHNSON, VERMONT

Where There Is

CUPROLIGNUM
There is no rot
for Flats—Benches
Fence Posts
At Lumber Yards — Hardware Stores
Everywhere

RUDD & CUMMINGS

SUNSET

GARDENS

9571 Avondale Rd.,

Redmond, Wn.

Fertilizers and Insecticides
We sell and recommend

BLUE WHALE and
LIQUID BLUE WHALE

1608 - 15th Ave. W., Seattle 99, Wash.
AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY
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CLASSIFIED ADS

WATER LILIES
VERMONT HARDY PRIMULAS. New
introductions—old favorites. Species, double and semi-double auriculas, $3.50 and
$2.50—red, purple, lavendar, pink, white,
apple blossom or yellow. Seeds of above:
50 for $3.00. Seed of yellow or black self
show auriculas—$1.00. Edged show auricula seeds 50 for $5.00 (Grey-edged, white
edge & green). Gold Laced Polyathus
and Sieboldi (including Southern Cross).
1963 Seeds. SKY HOOK FARM, Johnson,
Vt.
ROSEA GRANDIFLORA —75c. Species
Juliae—$1, Juliana hybrid "Buttercup"—
$1. Frondosa 75c and several rare species
in limited supply. See these plus a wide
selection of auriculas, candelabras and
polyanthus at DICKSON'S PERENNIAL
GARDENS—13347 56th Ave. S., Seattle 78,
Wn.
DOUBLE AURICULA SEEDS—New colors in these 1963 seeds sold in mixtures
only. $3.00 for 50 seeds. EDGED Show
Auricula seeds $5.00 for 50 seeds (Crosses
from blue ribbon plants and 1963 Barnford trophy green-edge only). Seeds of
yellow self show auriculas 100 seeds for
$1.00. Mrs. JANET ROUND, SOUTH
COLBY, WN.
BOOKS on gardening make long-remembered Christmas gifts. Write to Lynn
Ranger for his list. 41 Lynn Shore Drive,
Lynn, Mass.
ORDER back issues of Quarterlies and
Primrose Stationery from Editor.
FERTOSAN COMPOST MAKER — 60
cents, write Editor, 2406 Boyer Ave. E.,
Seattle 2, Wn.

52.50 each
and up

Water Iris — Bog bean
Oxygenating plants

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRISTMAS
Box o-f
Box of
Box of
Box of
Packet

Holly and greens, prepaid
Holly with wreath
six selected Primula, prepaid
six novelfy Primula, prepaid
of six different Primula seed

$3.00 or $5.00
$5.00, double box $10.00
$4.00
$6.00
$5.00

Send for Catalog.

WE USE AND SELL BLUE WHALE

L N. ROBERSON CO.
1539 N.E. 103rd St., Seattle 25
LA 3-1189

SPRING HILL FARM
P. O. Box 42, Gig Harbor, Washington

BLUE
FUCH1AS

GERANIUMS

PRIMROSES

TACOMA AVE. PERENNIAL GARDEN
organic plant food
soil builder & conditioner

BLUE WHALE
we recommend it

CONE WREATHS — SWAGS
CHRISTMAS CORSAGES
CONE TREES AND CERTERP1ECES
WILL SHIP
List- on request

7808 Tacoma Ave., Tacoma, Wash.

Floyd and Hazel Keller

PACIFIC NORTHWEST NURSERY
11071 N.E. 8th, Bellevue, Wash.
GL4-71 73

PRIMULA PLANTS
THE BEST IN POLYANTHUS & AURICULAS; HYBRIDS & SPECIES,

VETTERLE & REINELT
CAPITOLA, CALIFORNIA

ROCKERY PLANTS, DWARF SHRUBS & YOUNG SEEDLING TREES
OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAYS
Plants for sale at garden only. No list or mail orders yet.

DICKSON'S PERENNIAL GARDENS

It's Time To Get
CUTTINGS and SEEDS STARTED

13347-56th Ave. So.

Seattle 88. Wn.

CH 4-5846

HOTBED KITS
$21.75 and up
GREENHOUSE HEATERS
$19.95 and up

ROBERSON, INC.
1539 N. E. 1 0 3 r d St.
SEATTLE. WASH. 98125
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Pacific strain

of

Polyanthus Primroses.
Fresh seed available now.
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Notion to A. P. S. Members
(

B e c a u s e of illness I have sold my
Auriculas, and A m e r i c a n grown v a r i e t i e s
Bothell, Washington. Mrs. Tait will also
Gardens, North Surrey, B. C., Canada.
Alpine A u r i c u l a s are the only c o m m e r c i a l

entire stock of English Named Show, Alpine
to Mrs. Lawrence G. Tait of 1 4 0 1 5 84th N. E-,
act as agent for Michaud and Co., Alpenglow
The two s t o c k s of N a m e d English S h o w and
s o u r c e s in America.

Mrs. Tait has an ideal location, is a fine grower, and will carry on supplying the
ever increasing demand for these f a m o u s English plants.
For more than ten years I have had the rare p l e a s u r e of growing these fine
specimens. The A u r i c u l a is w e l l established in A m e r i c a and younger and more energetic
g r o w e r s will c a r r y on enjoying the finest plants p r o d u c e d so far and will keep trying
to grow the "Perfect" Auricula.
I am very glad to have played a small part in this worldwide movement and I
trust future growers will a l w a y s keep in mind that quality is all important.
JOHN SHUMAN
Anyone wishing a price list of the above plants may write Mrs. Tait,

American Rook Garden Society
(Organized 1934)

Something Different For Christmas Giving
A distinctive new concept In Planter Boxes . . exclusive "CornerLock" design enables assembly without nails or screws.

Fragrant

Northwest Red Cedar beautifully stained and banded with bright
brass.
to

Ideal for

"Living" gifts.

accommodate evergreens to

In variety

of

s h a d e s and

sizes

10' in height.

NOT "JUST ANOTHER" PLANTER BUT FOR THE
DISCRIMINATING PLANT ENTHUSIAST
Descriptive Literature and Prices A v a i l a b l e on Request

to:

OCCUPATIONAL REHABILITATION, Inc.
1703 6th Ave. South, Seattle, Wash. 98134

Its objectives have been to encourage and promote:
a) the cultivation and knowledge of rock garden plants, tht-ir value, habits,
and geographical distribution,
h) interest in good design and construction of rock gardens.
c) to hold meeting and exhibitions,
d) plant exploration and introduction of new species and forms,
e) study of history and literature on the subject.
H acquaintance between members and groups with the resultant m u t u a l
exchange of experience and knowledge.
In order to furhter these objectives the following are available to members:
I
Our Quarterly Bulletin, a Seed Exchange, and the free use of Colored slide
collections.
Single Membership S3.50
Three Years 'for $10.00 if Paid in Advance
Family Membership $5.00
(Limited to two in a family!
Sustaining Membership $10.00
bMgar L. Totten, Secretary
1220 Everett Place,
Hendersonville. \ Carolina

May a l s o be purchased directly from
FREDERICK & NELSON Stores, Division of Marshall, Field & Co., Chicago, III.

PRICE LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHED PLANTERS

Unusual dwarf slow growing c o n i f e r s that stay dwarf and other shrubs

Postpaid West of Mississippi
( S t a r t i n g at small box and going down to left. Square box on shelf is No. 6)
No. I — I 2 " x 1 2 " x 7 ' A " inside
No. 2—14" x 14" x II" inside
No. 3 — 1 8 " x 18" x 13" inside

$3.25
6.25
8.50

No. 4

.20" high—14" x 26" x 7 Vi "
deep box inside
11.00
No. 5—12" x 32" x 7Vi" inside
5.25
No. 6 — 1 8 " x 1 8 " x 13" inside....
.. 8.00

For prices east of the Mississippi p l e a s e add $1.00.

. . . all on their own roots (no seedlings) and suitable for Bonsai culture.
Large collection of heathers, J a p a n e s e Irises and many rare plants and
alpines for

the

Rock Garden are listed in our catalogue.

ALPENGLOW GARDENS
13328 Trans-Canada Hwy.

Dealers inquiries invited.
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Rare Alpines, Plants & Shrubs
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PAMPER ".. PRIMROSES
GROW THEM in soil protected from
insects and disease with
SOILDUSTO
FEED THEM all necessary food
including Iron Chelates with
BOOSTER POWDER
PROTECT THEM from slugs with
SLUGDUSTO
At Your Dealer's
MILLER PRODUCTS

COMPANY

7737 ME. Killingsworth
Portland 18, Oregon

SLUG-FEST COLLOIDAL 25
AND PRIMROSES GO TOGETHER
•

The new Liquid Control Developed
gional Chemical

by Re-

• Safe for Pets, Children, Plants and Lawns
*

Leaves no residue; no unsightly piles

• Kills on contact
*

Applied with sprinkling can or hose applicator

*

Liquid
areas

formula

Now

allows

treatment

of

large

at Popular Prices

MAIL ORDER PRICES
8 oz

$1.35

16 oz

$2.45

32 ox
plus shipping

At all better
garden supply houses
A product of
Regional Chemicals
1115 N. 94th, Seattle, Wash.

$3.95
costs

